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THE NEW TIMBER HAWK® SIDEWINDER PACK  
 

Single Strap Design Engineered For Bowhunters On The Move 
 
Successful hunting requires a pack that compliments your movements rather than hinders them, and nothing serves  
on-the-move bowhunters better than Timber Hawk’s new Sidewinder pack. Ergonomically designed with the 
bowhunter in mind, the Sidewinder will organize and store all of your essential bowhunting gear, and never stand 
between you and the perfect shot. 
 
The Timber Hawk Sidewinder’s single-strap	  “sling” design allows the pack to be easily and silently removed or 
articulated at critical moments with minimal movement or noise. For those times when you need to shoot while 
wearing the pack, the Sidewinder’s side-mounted design keeps the pack below the shooter’s arm for an 
unencumbered draw and release. In fact, bowhunters will immediately notice a better range of shoulder/neck motion 
compared to shooting with a normal (two-strap) pack. Accessing your gear is as easy as sliding your arm out of the 
shoulder strap and twisting the pack around in front of you, where it remains supported by the hip belt.   
 
Timber Hawk’s Sidewinder holds up to 772 Cubic inches of gear and measures 11.2w x 4.7d x 16.5h inches.  This 
means it can swallow up all of your hunting essentials like extra layers, a GPS or snacks. The main compartment is 
lined with ultra quiet twill fabric and includes an internal mesh pocket to separate small-but-critical gear such as tags, 
keys or game calls.  
 
Bowhunters will appreciate the Sidewinder’s integrated bow clip for safely holding your bow when not in use and for 
hands-free transport. The Timber Hawk Sidewinder is also quiver-ready thanks to the integrated mounting loops on 
the waist belt, which can be custom-configured according to your quiver design. Other notable features include a 
removable range finder pocket, large loop zipper pulls, zippered side accessory pocket and secondary  
organizer pocket.   
 
Perfect for cold or warm weather, the Sidewinder’s back panel is foam padded and breathable. Both the sling and hip 
belt are adjustable to accommodate a variety of body types and clothing options while the compression straps allow 
the user to cinch down loose gear to keep it from rattling and alerting your quarry. The pack’s Highlander camo 
provides ultimate concealment in a wide variety of foliage and terrain. 
 
For more information on the Timber Hawk Sidewinder or one of Timber Hawk’s other innovative hunting packs 
contact Timber Hawk at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032 •	  Telephone: (801) 597-0087 •	  Or go to 
http://www.timberhawk.com. 
 
“Like us" on FACEBOOK for the latest company and product news.  Follow Timber Hawk on TWITTER and 
INSTAGRAM 
 
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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